ACES Seminar – Remote Supervision and Technology

Date:
Time:
Mode of Delivery:

28th Apr 2022 (Thursday)
12:00 noon to 2:00 pm
Online via Zoom Meeting

CPD:

PDU to be confirmed

Fee:

FOC

Register in advance for this meeting:
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/t
Z0sf-6gqzooH9Ib1IKVEeRWmPavc712sOf2

After registering, you will receive a
confirmation email containing information
about joining the meeting.

OBJECTIVES

To update and advise members on what are the
technology available in associated to remote site supervision.
PROGRAMMES
Topic
Introduction
BCA brief on Remote Supervision

Speaker
Er. Mak Swee Chiang
Er. Kang Yi Shu,
Vance

30 mins

Presentation by Autodesk
Connected Platform for Remote
Supervision

Mr. Yinglong Yue

12.55 to 1.25 pm

30 mins

Presentation by Airsquire
“360° Virtual Sites Inspection”

Mr. Kyle Tan

1.25 to 1.55 pm

30 mins

Presentation by NovaVision
“Remote Assessment and Inspection for
Field Service Professional using smart
wearable and cloud-based application”

Mr. Jew Pean Lim

1.55 to 2.00 pm

5 mins

Closing

12.00 noon
12.05 to 12.25 pm

5 mins
20 mins

12.25 to 12.55 pm

Synopsis & Speakers
1. BCA brief on Remote Supervision
Synopsis
Remote Supervision (RS) through the use of digital tools can aid QPs and their supervision team in
carrying out supervision in construction sites and overseas steel fabrication/concrete precast yards. BCA
issued a circular/ guide on the 20th of Oct 2021 to provide some guidance to industry for project parties
who wishes to adopt remote supervision for their construction projects. This talk will cover a brief overview
of this circular/ guide. It will include the regulatory, submission, onsite and offsite infrastructural
requirements. Finally, it will also cover some tips project parties may find useful to note before, during
and after supervision is carried out remotely.
Speaker: Er. KANG Yi Shu, Vance
Er. Kang Yi Shu Vance is a Senior Engineer of Building Engineering Group within BCA. He is a
registered professional engineer in Singapore with working experience in both private and public sector.
Er. Kang is involved in the smart inspection taskforce within BCA focusing on how to leverage on
technology to push for greater adoption of digital tools within our industry.

2. Presentation by Autodesk “Connected Platform for Remote Supervision”
Synopsis
The new reality of remote work has presented constructions companies with the added challenge of
keeping their workforce connected. While point solutions such as remote monitoring will provide useful
data, the information and data need to be fully utilized and shared in real time across teams. Join Yue
Ying Long as he explains how a cloud-based single source of truth can help construction companies
connect teams, workflows and data to lower risk, increase productivity and essentially, build better.
Speaker: Yinglong Yue
Technical Solution Specialist · Autodesk Construction Solutions
Yinglong is a construction specialist with experience from the Land Transport
Authority Singapore as Project M&E coordinator, in house design coordinator
and deputy manager for corporate BIM. He was also involved with project
management for numerous MRT projects throughout different phases as well
as developing the BIM requirement for projects under LTA. Now working as
Technical Solution Specialist, he supports and advises on client solutions.
yinglong.yue@autodesk.com

3. Presentation by Airquire “360° Virtual Sites Inspection”
Synopsis
The generational shift from physical to virtual is happening! The way we live, work, play today has moved
online (via zoom meetings, grab food, instagram for example). However, the way we build and
“experience space” is still restricted by the “physicality of job sites”.
With the recent technological breakthrough in 360° capturing and computer vision A.I., we believe that
the shift to virtual spaces in building and construction is happening! And the good news is that it is being
accelerated by the pandemic site restrictions and sustained by post-pandemic government mandates to
digitalise the sector. The future of site progress and inspection communication will be done more digitally,
evidentially and efficiently.
Today, most site progress and inspection communication is still done laboriously and in a disorganized
manner. This results in further miscommunications about site situations, aggravating disputes and
delays. There is more than 30% productivity gain that can be gained by On-site and HQ Teams by
adopting a simpler and faster way to capture 360° virtual sites for progress reporting and remote
inspection.
This seminar will present the technology 360° virtual sites as a way to capture, visualize and share your
360° sites progress. 360° virtual sites will enable project teams to gain productivity and efficiency in
managing their site progress evidence. You will learn how 360° virtual sites enable Project Executives to
make smarter decisions anytime, anywhere; Increase site photo documentation productivity; resolve
variation orders amiably with objective 360° site evidence. We will also discuss the potential to virtualise
site supervision. By enabling redeployment of our site supervisors and encouraging phase specialization,
we can improve productivity, improve talent influx, and “do more with less”.
Speaker: Kyle Tan - Founder, CEO
An industrial technologist for the built environment, Kyle believes that
virtualizing the physicality of construction sites will enable more evidential
& effective communications. His B2B and built environment tech
experiences inspired him to create a meaningful impact for construction with
simplified technology

4. Presentation by NovaVision
“Remote Assessment and Inspection for Field Service Professional using smart wearable and
cloud-based application”
Synopsis
Using hands-free, voice command smart wearable for Remote Assessment and Inspection to enhance
Field Service professionals' capability to support their customers.
Combining smart glasses and cloud-based application, NovaVision is a hands-free, wireless, IoT
Remote Assist Solution for Field Service Professionals to communicate and collaborate with expert
anywhere anytime in Real-time using Smart Glasses, powered by Augmented Reality (AR) tools.

Speaker: Jew Pean Lim, Managing Director
Jew Pean is Co-founder and Managing Director of Engage Nova Pte Ltd, a
Field Service IoT company that work with Service Companies and Field
Service Professionals to assist them in enhancing their Customers
Engagement and Field Services productivity through digitization and
technologies.
Prior to co-founding Engage Nova, Jew Pean served as the Director of
Business Development at Accenovate Consulting (Asia) Pte Ltd, an Enterprise
Resource Planning services company. Before Accenovate, Jew Pean spent 7
years (2000 -2007) with Electra Pte Ltd, the IT arm of Danish Conglomerate
Jebsen & Jessen South East Asia. He held the appointment of Business
Development Manager and Solution Architect in Electra. Prior to joining
Electra, Jew Pean was a Senior Operations Engineer with IBM Software
Group from 1997 to 2000.
Jew Pean is currently an Adjunct Lecturer in School of Business Management,
Nanyang Polytechnic. As an Adjunct Lecturer, Jew Pean teaches Design
Thinking and Entrepreneurship.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jewpean/

